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Abstract

The rapid evolution of technology directly impacts the skills and jobs needed in the next decade. Users can, 
intentionally or unintentionally, develop different skills by creating, interacting with, and consuming the 
content from online environments and portals where informal learning can emerge. These environments 
generate large amounts of data; therefore, big data can have a significant impact on education. Moreover, the 
educational landscape has been shifting from a focus on contents to a focus on competencies and capabilities 
that will prepare our society for an unknown future during the 21st century. Therefore, the main goal of 
this literature survey is to examine diverse technology-mediated environments that can generate rich data 
sets through the users’ interaction and where data can be used to explicitly or implicitly perform a data-
driven evaluation of different competencies and capabilities. We thoroughly and comprehensively surveyed 
the state of the art to identify and analyse digital environments, the data they are producing and the capabilities 
they can measure and/or develop. Our survey revealed four key multimedia environments that include sites 
for content sharing & consumption, video games, online learning and social networks that fulfilled our goal. 
Moreover, different methods were used to measure a large array of diverse capabilities such as expertise, 
language proficiency and soft skills. Our results prove the potential of the data from diverse digital environments 
to support the development of lifelong and lifewide 21st-century capabilities for the future society.
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I. Introduction

Historically, educational research has been one of the most widely 
explored areas to improve teaching, learning and assessment [1]. 

Within this context, formal education has been understood as learning 
that happens within regular classrooms. However, a large body of 
research has explored the more informal learning constantly taking 
place across everyday activities that fall outside of a curriculum. 
Furthermore, the advent of the World Wide Web, followed by the 
spread of Internet usage, has changed how informal learning emerges 
in depth [2]. In this way, it also has led to a huge growth of online 
learning including not only Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) 
like Coursera1 or edX2 and language learning sites like Duolingo3 or 
Babbel4 , but also online portals where informal learning can emerge, 
such as websites that follow a Question-and-Answer format (Q&A), 
numerous online games, photo and video sharing platforms or 
social networking sites, amongst many others [3]. This kind of the 
platform can attract a diverse spectrum of users, especially those that 

1  https://coursera.org/ 
2  https://edx.org/
3  https://duolingo.com/
4  http://babbel.com/

are typically less interested in traditional learning approaches [4]. 
By creating, interacting with and consuming the content from these 
environments, users can, intentionally or unintentionally, develop 
different skills.

All the previously mentioned environments on the web, in turn, 
generate large amounts of data stemming from the interactions carried 
out by their users in such contexts. Consequently, it is important to 
highlight that big data can have a significant impact on education 
since it offers unprecedented opportunities to support learners and 
advance research in the learning sciences [5]. In addition, big data 
practices can help discover new and useful insights about the service 
of education providers, its students, competitors in private sectors and, 
most importantly, to gain its value for better educational outcomes [6]. 
According to Kizilcec et al. [7], research with heterogeneous samples 
of learners can provide a more inclusive science of learning that moves 
beyond tailoring to averages. This could help us to understand a better 
range of issues at the core of learning and technology research [8]. 
These topics are connected with the term datafication, which allows 
analyses of information across large data sets in more sophisticated 
ways [9]. According to Mayer-Schoenberger et al., datafication refers 
to the transformation of social actions into quantified data that permits 
real-time tracking and predictive analysis [10]. This is considered as a 
revolutionary research opportunity to investigate human behaviour 
[11] and an innovative way to inspect the behaviour of learners. 
Hence, within the context that we are exploring, the data generated 
by users in these environments hold the potential to infer valuable 
information about users’ competencies and capabilities.
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From an educational point of view, the landscape has been shifting 
from a focus on contents to a focus on competencies and capabilities 
[12], [13]. The rationale is that rapid technological evolution is having a 
direct impact on the skills and jobs needed in the next decade [14], [15]. 
Therefore, it is vital to raise a new generation that can self-regulate 
flexibly and rapidly acquire new skills and knowledge, as the world is 
changing in terms of economics, technologies, social and cultural life 
[16]. Accordingly, we need to focus on enhancing competencies and 
capabilities that will prepare our society for an unknown future during 
the 21st century. In this respect, interest in deploying modern techniques 
focused on both formal and informal learning has been rapidly 
growing in recent years. This has led to the fact that understanding 
learners and their contexts has become one of the most promising 
educational research topics during the past decade. For example, 
Redecker and colleagues [17] hypothesised that, by 2025, schools will 
have started integrating external learning resources and practical 
learning opportunities to address and implement students’ individual 
needs and preferences. Therefore, one of the most exciting goals that 
researchers set in this field is to evaluate competencies and capabilities 
that the user potentially acquires by interacting with specific digital 
environments. This evaluation can be used to provide personalised 
feedback and to understand better how these skills develop through 
the interaction with these environments [18]. However, the challenge 
is how to perform such evaluations since there is no systematic way 
of doing it. Moreover, all previous studies have focused on developing 
and measuring competencies based on one specific platform while 
no one, to the best of our knowledge, studied the complete picture of 
the multiple existing online portals that can be used for this purpose. 
Hence, our survey aims to broaden the current knowledge on this issue 
by reviewing the research body that has already performed data-driven 
evaluations of competencies across different multimedia environments. 
As a result, this work could be the basis for developing a framework 
that can generalise well to different digital platforms and capabilities, 
and this can help to assess the capabilities of the users and to bring 
about a change in the educational system and training environments. 
Accordingly, we will try to answer the following overarching 
research question (RQ): Is there evidence of the existence of diverse 
technology-mediated environments whose data can be used to evaluate 
competencies and capabilities that the users can gain? For this purpose, 
we formulated the following specific RQs:

RQ1.What types of multimedia environments generate rich data 
sets that can be used for capabilities measurement?

RQ2.How are the data for the analysis accessed?

RQ3.What types of data are found across the environments?

RQ4.What methods or techniques are applied to infer competencies 
and capabilities?

RQ5.What competencies and capabilities are measured and/or 
developed across the environments?

RQ6.Are the findings across the publications validated?

RQ7.What are the main limitations or challenges faced by the 
authors of the studies?

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, 
we focus on the background of our study and related ones. Then, in 
Section III, we present the description of the RQs that drive our survey, 
followed by the detailed representation of the research methodology, 
including the description of the search process, inclusion and exclusion 
criteria, data collection and coding process. The research findings are 
outlined in Section IV, while in Section V we discuss our key findings, 
extend the article with a discussion beyond the results and present 
the implications of our research and the limitations of the selected 

approach. Finally, our conclusions are presented and future research 
directions suggested in Section VI.

II. Background

A. Competencies and Capabilities
Although both the terms ‘competencies’ and ‘capabilities’ are used 

to describe human abilities and are very closely related to each other 
[19], there are significant conceptual differences between them.

Generally speaking, the word competency can be defined as 
“something we already have or might be aiming to gain” [20]. However, 
the term’s original definition may provide a deeper understanding 
of it. Initially, in 1982, a competency was defined by Boyatzis as an 
underlying characteristic of an individual that is causally related 
to effective or superior performance in a job [21]. Competencies 
are generally divided into functional competencies, used in daily 
activities, and integrative competencies, used to integrate and develop 
new components [22].

On the other hand, Lozano et al. [23] stated that competencies are 
externally demand-orientated as they are intended to provide the 
individual with the appropriate skills to solve external problems. In 
contrast, capabilities are not primarily externally demand-orientated, 
as they are guided by the exercise of individual freedom to choose 
and develop the desired lifestyle, and therefore the values individuals 
consider to be desirable and appropriate. Accordingly, the authors of 
[24] explained that an individual’s set of competencies reflects their 
capability (i.e. what they can do) while a job competency may be a 
motive, trait, skill, aspect of one’s self-image or social role or a body of 
knowledge. Consequently, capability approaches focus on developing 
the potential to achieve or acquire competencies, even if they are 
not present at a particular point in time, through certain personal 
qualities and attributes of individuals as well as ambition and effort 
[25]. At the same time, Nagarajan et al. [19] stated that capability 
integrates knowledge skills and personal qualities used effectively 
and appropriately in response to varied, familiar and unfamiliar 
circumstances. Finally, another important and related term is capacity. 
Morgan [26] stated that capacity is an emergent combination of 
attributes that enables a human system to create developmental value.

To sum up, competence is the quality or state of being functionally 
adequate or having sufficient knowledge, strength and skill, while 
capability is a feature, faculty or process that can be developed or 
improved [27]. Therefore, we can conclude that capabilities are 
made up of competencies that go beyond existing knowledge and 
experience. In this way, in our work, we refer to both, competencies 
and capabilities, when we use the term “capabilities”. Conversely, by 
using the term “capacity”, we refer to the overall ability of a person to 
achieve a goal or complete a task.

B. Related Work
We did not find any survey or literature review aiming to analyse 

data-driven evaluations of competencies and capabilities across 
several contexts at the same time. However, we did find studies that 
tackled one specific context or concept separately.

We found some surveys focused on detecting users online that have 
a high competency in specific skills, which is known in the literature 
as expert finding. Across these surveys, we found that one of the most 
established objectives within this context is detecting potential experts 
online. The authors of [28] aimed to review the existing literature to 
identify all the significant studies that addressed the task of expert 
finding in online communities and corporations. Accordingly to 
their goal, they summarised the existing graph-based and machine 
learning-based expert finding methods used. Similarly, Husain et al. 
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[29] conducted a systematic, state-of-the-art literature review of 96 
articles on expert finding systems and expertise seeking. This study 
aimed to explore the domains that use the expertise retrieval systems, 
the expertise sources, the methods and the data sets used for expert 
finding systems. However, the most representative study related to 
expert finding discussed here is [30]. This comprehensive state-of-
the-art survey reviewed 265 articles and proposed a framework that 
defines the descriptive attributes of Community Question Answering 
(CQA) approaches. The authors also introduced a classification of all 
approaches concerning problems they aimed to solve. From these 
studies, we can see that expert-finding is a common practice across 
those portals that could show users’ competencies in particular topics.

Furthermore, there is a considerable amount of literature exploring 
the benefits of video games for developing and measuring competencies 
and capabilities. For example, Connolly et al. [31] examined 129 
papers on computer and serious games. The game of every article 
was correlated with its genre, primary purpose as well as learning 
and behavioural outcomes. In their review, the authors found positive 
impacts on playing digital games on users with respect to learning, 
skill enhancement and engagement. The next review was conducted by 
Boyle et al. [32], who focused on 143 studies providing higher-quality 
evidence of the positive outcomes of games. While the previous work 
provided a useful framework for organising the research in this area, 
this article illustrated the increasing interest in the positive impacts and 
outcomes of games. Similarly, the authors in [33] investigated quality 
empirical studies associated with the application of games-based 
learning in primary education, mainly focusing on study design, the 
game genre, delivery platform, subject and curricular areas, as well as 
learning outcomes and impacts. We can see that in the field of games, 
the research focusing on exploring their benefits in terms of developing 
competencies and capabilities is fairly widespread. Moreover, we found 
related work performing a systematic review of publications about 
the potential of MOOCs in higher education aiming to investigate 
cognitive and behavioural learning outcomes, including obtained or 
mastered knowledge and intellectual skills [34].

The above review reveals that all previous studies explored how 
to develop and measure competencies based on one specific type 
of online environment. However, no single study, to the best of 
our knowledge, has provided a full picture of the multiple existing 
multimedia environments that can be used for this purpose. With this 
objective in mind, we surveyed the existing literature to study data-
driven evaluations of competencies and capabilities across various 
digital environments.

III. Methodology

First of all, we stated the RQs and, accordingly, several steps were 
taken to select the publications for our survey, including (1) a literature 
search for identifying relevant articles, (2) the inclusion and exclusion 
criteria, (3) a full paper review and coding process, and (4) synthesis 
and analysis. The entire methodology process is represented in Fig. 1.

A. Search
Our literature search entailed an ill-defined area arising from many 

research communities. This led to several challenges regarding setting 
a clear search methodology to conduct the survey. The main challenge 
was that we could not directly retrieve all the literature on this topic 
by simply using a set of keywords and searches. Therefore, we were 
not able to apply an utterly systematic search as proposed in the 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses 
(PRISMA) statement [35]. On the other hand, while conducting our 
non-systematic literature review, we mainly relied on a knowledgeable 
selection of relevant current, high-quality articles [36]. Although we 
had to adapt the search process to the context of the target research 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the methodology used to conduct the survey.
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area and, accordingly, change it, the rest of the methodology followed 
the PRISMA guidance and exemplars.

Initially, we identified keywords and formulated search strings 
according to our goal of exploring diverse multimedia environments 
in which data can be used to perform a data-driven evaluation of 
competencies and capabilities of different nature. We started the 
literature search with the following approach:

1. We looked for related papers using keyword search on various 
indexing platforms such as Scopus5 and Google Scholar6 . The 
examples of the keywords are as follows: “expert identification,” 
“information retrieval,” “game-based assessment,” “forum,” 
“question and answer portal,” “online learning,” “MOOC”, 
“competence,” “capability,” “skill,” “engagement,” “soft skills,” 
“language proficiency,” “correct on/at (the) first attempt”.

2. We explored the publications of the corresponding top conferences 
and journals related in the fields.

Firstly, we performed a fast initial paper screening to discard those 
that did not fit the survey by reading their title and abstract. More 
specifically, a paper was not included if there was no mention of the 
potential measurement and/or development of competencies and 
capabilities in its title. This probably meant that its primary focus was 
unrelated to our interest. In case the title, together with the abstract, 
did not provide sufficient information to justify its exclusion, the paper 
was not excluded. Next, we conducted the so-called ‘snowballing 
technique’ [37] comprising two methods: backward searching and 
forward searching. Backward searching included the review of 
the references of the publications fitting our survey while forward 
searching consisted in the examination of the papers that cited a 
known and relevant publication. We applied these methods to the 
publications that already proved to belong within our survey. Finally, 
the newly selected papers went through the same screening criteria as 
initially described by reading their title and abstract.

B. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
After performing the search and identifying the papers fitting our 

survey, we formulated several mandatory criteria for the final decision 
of whether to include the paper in the survey or not. Creating a valid 
set of inclusion and exclusion criteria required considerable trial and 
error pilot testing [38]. Accordingly, a paper was excluded if none 
of the following conditions was met (in other words, if at least one 
condition was met, the paper was included):

• The paper was published in the last five years.

• The paper represented a new environment or features that would 
deepen the results of the RQs.

• The paper was peer-reviewed.

• Reported outcomes in the paper included all the data needed 
for answering RQs outlined in Section I and were presented 
appropriately and consistently.

• The data from one paper did not overlap with the data from 
another paper.

5  https://scopus.com/
6  http://scholar.google.com/

We used, as a quality proxy, the type of publication and the venue, 
including full papers in conferences, book chapters and articles 
published in reputed journals. After that, we performed a more careful 
review of those papers originally selected. The abstracts were read 
again together with the methods and results sections. Through this 
process, we ensured that the selected publications measured concrete 
competencies and capabilities and performed their data-driven 
evaluation and thus correctly fitted the survey.

C. Data Collection
The final data collection included a total of 102 articles out of 

hundreds of initially selected publications. These articles are presented 
in ascending chronological order in Appendix B.

Most of the publications have a selection of keywords that define 
the research topic. We collected the keywords of all the papers selected 
for the survey, and we counted how many publications used the same 
keywords. The most frequent keywords are presented in Fig. 2.

The total sum of keywords is 415, while there are 329 different 
keywords. The average keyword was found 1.6 times, and its 
variance is 1.45. Based on the keywords (see Fig. 2) which define the 
publications’ main topics, we did observe a high variability in the type 
of keywords used. Therefore, we see that the research topic covers 
many areas.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of keywords across the articles selected for our survey.

D. Full Paper Review and Coding Process
In the coding stage, we identified variables that we consider as the 

most valuable to address the RQs stated in Section I. Based on the aim 
of our survey and the fact that we did not know in advance what data 
we could find, we followed an inductive coding scheme. This means 
that codes were created based on the qualitative data themselves. In 
Table I, we outline the variable coding scheme that we followed in our 
survey, indicating each code with its possible labels, which represent 
qualitative data. In the event of a paper deploying several experiments 
or using multiple methods [39]–[41], these were coded with several 
variables such as “Network analysis, NLP”. It is also important to 
mention that in the case of multiple methods, we coded only those 
used to infer users’ competencies or capabilities rather than to report 
results. The full results of the coding process per paper are presented 
in Appendix B.

TABLE I. The Variable Coding Scheme

Environment (RQ1) Data access (RQ2) Data type (RQ3) Methods (RQ4) Capabilities (RQ5) Validation (RQ6)
Content sharing & consumption Open data set Textual Machine Learning Expertise Yes
Games Public domain Biometric Statistics Language proficiency No
Online Learning API Clickstream Network Analysis Soft skills
Social Network Direct access Audiovisual Experiment/control Performance

Natural Language Processing Cognitive skills

https://scopus.com/
http://scholar.google.com/
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At the same time, from the coding process, three groups of 
publications emerged depending on their degree of relationship with 
the main goal of our survey:

1. The strong relationship group contains those papers that exactly 
matched the topic of the survey. This means that they proposed a 
method for identifying competencies or capabilities based on the 
data gathered by the user’s interaction with a particular digital 
environment. We assigned 56 papers to this group.

2. The weak relationship group is similar to the first one; however, 
instead of measuring capabilities, the work belonging to this group 
explored other data-driven behavioural characteristics of users 
related to capabilities such as engagement or influence, to name 
some examples. Although this specific behaviour was not within 
the primary focus of our survey, these publications might be useful 
for analysing the applied methods and the selected environments. 
For example, several studies have explored a user’s influence on 
others [42]–[46] or predicted dropout rate [47], [48]. We assigned 
31 papers to this group.

3. The high potential group comprises those papers that had goals 
less related to our survey objectives but still described thought-
provoking multimedia environments with large amounts of user 
data that could be used to perform a data-driven evaluation of 
capabilities. This group includes mainly those studies which did 
not provide evidence of using data generated through the user’s 
interaction with the environment; instead, these studies measured 
other characteristics of users not related to their competencies or 
capabilities (identified in RQ5). We discuss these studies in more 
detail in Section B. We assigned 15 papers to this group.

IV. Results of the Synthesis and Analysis

In this section, we highlight our findings discussing each RQ in 
detail. We start with a description of all the types of environments 
within the scope of our survey. Next, we describe the data access, 
followed by the data type and the applied methods that emerged after 
analysing the articles. Finally, we discuss particular competencies 
and capabilities measured and/or developed across the selected 
environments. We also present the analysis of the validation of the 
results across the selected studies, followed by the main limitations 
mentioned by the authors of the publications.

A. What Types of Multimedia Environments Generate Rich Data 
Sets That can be Used for Capabilities Measurement? (RQ1)

Four groups of environments were identified during the review process 
described in the methodology section, namely, content sharing & 
consumption (41 articles), video games (13 articles), online learning 
(31 articles) and social networks (16 articles). They can all generate rich 
data sets through the users’ interaction, which can be used to explicitly 
or implicitly perform a data-driven evaluation of competencies and 
capabilities. Next, we describe in more detail each one of them.

1. Content Sharing & Consumption
In this group of environments, we have all the platforms where 

users either intend to share content or consume it. Their categorisation 
is as follows:

• Q&A portals and forums. They include Quora7 [49], Reddit8 
[50], StackOverflow9 [51], [52], and Yahoo! Answers10 [53], among 

7  https://quora.com/
8  https://reddit.com/
9  https://stackoverflow.com/ 
10  https://answers.yahoo.com/

others. These environments are quickly becoming rich sources of 
knowledge on many topics not well served by general web search 
engines [54]. They can be defined as online discussion sites where 
users can post messages stating what they are interested in or 
replying to others. On these platforms, users can ask questions, 
give answers and also provide their assessments about the quality 
of questions or answers through votes and choosing favourites [55].

• Photo and video sharing online platforms. Hosting services 
for video are called Online Video Platforms (OVPs); they allow 
users to upload, play, store and transfer video content online. 
These include, among others, YouTube11 [56] and Vimeo12 . On the 
other hand, users of Instagram13 [57] can share both photos and 
videos, and Pinterest14 allows to share only images so that users 
create, organise and share content by creating visual bookmarks 
called pins [58], so it is possible to characterise the volume and 
coherence of users’ pinning activity in a given category [59].

• GitHub15. This platform [60] does not match any category 
above, but it still represents an appropriate and important portal 
corresponding to the stated goals. This service allows its users to 
host open-source projects and work collaboratively on them.

It is also worth mentioning that some papers discussed several 
content sharing & consumption platforms in their research scope. For 
example, the authors of [61] presented a method to create a detailed 
technology skill profile of a candidate. This was based on his code 
repository contributions through annotating user contributions on 
GitHub code repositories with technology tags found on StackOverflow.

2. Video Games
Even though the majority of video games are set out to entertain, 

nowadays there are many games created for other purposes, and their 
value as a learning tool has been widely accepted [62]. The explored 
video games that we found are categorised according to their main 
purpose into:

• Entertainment games. These are the commercial games that are 
played for entertainment purposes. For example, [63] described a 
racing game and explored the creation of its players’ engagement 
profiles. The games of this type have an easily understandable user 
interface, their main goal is to entertain, and they are designed to 
provide an immersive experience for the player through gameplay, 
narrative and challenges [64]. Moreover, this kind of game can help 
develop various competencies and capabilities (e.g., multitasking 
and problem-solving skills) without users even noticing their 
involvement in the educational process.

• Educational games. This type of game is designed for educational 
purposes, and numerous teachers have already tried to teach 
foreign languages, history or programming with these games [65]. 
The use of educational games attempting to digitise and optimise 
the learning process has increased significantly [66]. This is due 
to the initial investigations suggesting that it can be rewarding 
at many levels, including academic achievement, concentration 
and classroom dynamics in general. Many experiments were 
conducted seeking to create video games, which could be beneficial 
for the learning process [67]. After the first studies succeeded, an 
interest in educational video games attracted the attention of many 
researchers. Nowadays, it is an up-and-coming field opening new 
ways of conducting educational processes [68].

11  https://youtube.com/
12  https://vimeo.com/
13  https://instagram.com/
14  https://pinterest.com/
15  https://github.com/

https://quora.com/
https://reddit.com/
https://stackoverflow.com/
https://answers.yahoo.com/
https://youtube.com/
https://vimeo.com/
https://instagram.com/
https://pinterest.com/
https://github.com/
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According to the stated RQs, one example we were interested 
in is [69]. This article described the Virtual Age game, which is 
effective for learning about evolution, as its authors claimed. For 
this purpose, the scientific concept of evolution was implemented, 
concretised and gamified. The game’s main idea is to create some 
extinct creatures, keep them alive and transmit them from one 
era to another. The results proved that Virtual Age is useful for 
learning about biological evolution.

• Serious games. These games are designed for purposes other 
than, or in addition to, pure entertainment. In other words, 
they can train specific skills and improve learning performance 
through real-world problem-solving [70]. The authors of [71] 
consider serious games as adaptive systems, as they continually 
adjust their responses to the learners’ actions for preserving 
favourable conditions for playing and learning. The difference 
with educational games is that serious games are not directly 
connected with educational goals but can aim to change the users’ 
behaviour, attitude, health or other features. Still, the educational 
purpose is not excluded.

In this paper, we consider serious games as a subtype of educational 
ones. For example, a serious game described by Kang et al. [70] 
provides an authentic learning context for space science and 
astronomy. Users have to find a suitable home in the solar system 
to relocate a group of six distressed aliens because their home 
planets have been destroyed. The authors provided an analytical 
approach to understanding in depth students’ sequential patterns 
of behaviour. At the same time, they showed that problem-solving 
strategies were different between low- and high-performing 
students.

3. Online Learning
Several types of online learning environments emerged after 

analysing the surveyed articles:

• MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses). They are defined by 
Daradoumis et al. [72] as one of the most versatile ways to offer 
access to quality education, especially for those residing in far 
or disadvantaged areas. Taken as a whole, MOOCs can provide 
not only traditional learning materials but also make students’ 
forums or social media discussions available. There are many 
studies examining data from various MOOCs although, in our 
work, we mostly focus on the most well-known MOOC providers 
such as Coursera [73]–[76] and edX [77]. These MOOCs follow a 
similar way of providing the content of the courses, evaluating the 
received knowledge and, most importantly, sharing the same goal.

• Language learning websites and applications. Their main goal is 
to improve the language proficiency of their users. For example, 
one of the portals matching the criteria is Duolingo, a popular 
language-learning platform that applies gamification techniques 
[78].

• Traditional formal online learning. Here we include learning 
management systems, educational software platforms as well 
as virtual learning environments whose main goal is to support 
teaching and learning. There are several articles discussing the 
benefits of applying these systems such as Moodle16 [79] and 
WebCT17 [80].

• New applications. In this group, we classify other online portals 
that do not fit in any of the previous categories. Here we include 
all new applications developed for learning [81] which can be 
classified neither as MOOCs nor as language learning or traditional 

16  https://moodle.org/
17  https://blackboard.com/

learning. Moreover, in this group, some tools facilitate online 
learning. For instance, the authors of [82] presented an intelligent 
mobile learning system optimised for consuming lecture videos in 
both MOOCs and flipped classrooms. Another interesting example 
is an E-book system that allows students to preview their lessons 
before the class and to write questions. Moreover, they can take 
notes, mark part of a page as important content during the class 
and review the learning content after classes [83]. On the other 
hand, during the class, a teacher can monitor how many students 
are viewing the same page as the teacher, whether they are 
following the explanation or whether they are reading previous or 
subsequent pages [84].

4. Social Networks
Social networks are defined by Boyd et al. [85] as web-based services 

that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile; 
(2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection; 
and (3) view and traverse their list of connections. These services have 
proved to be an exceptionally useful tool to interact with other people 
[86]. This has led many researchers to use them to find various trends, 
among which we can highlight Facebook18 [87], [ 88], Twitter19 [41] 
and LinkedIn20 [89].

By way of example, the authors of [90] worked on understanding 
the use of social networks and video games among teenagers. They 
concluded that the respondents felt the desire to satisfy their needs for 
pleasure and communication by using these environments, without 
assuming they were willing to merge it with the educational process. 
However, several studies proved that this is not an unachievable 
goal. For example, Boukes [91] investigated how the use of Twitter 
and Facebook affected citizens’ knowledge acquisition. In addition, 
there is research [92] done on analysing the effect of social networks 
engagement on cognitive and social skills.

5. Summary
Fig. 3 presents the distribution of the environments across the 

selected articles. The content sharing & consumption environment 
prevails in most published studies since there is a significant amount 
of research done on this topic covering various platforms.

40.6%

12.9%

30.7%

15.8%

Content sharing & consumption Games Online Learning Social Network

Fig. 3. Environments measuring and/or developing capabilities.

B. How are the Data for the Analysis Accessed? (RQ2)
The action ‘to access data’ is generally understood as the ability 

to retrieve, modify, copy or move data from different sources. The 
analysis revealed that there are four main ways of accessing data in 
the publications that we selected:

18  https://facebook.com/
19  https://twitter.com/
20  https://linkedin.com/

https://moodle.org/
https://blackboard.com/
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1. Direct access. Having direct access to data means that the 
researchers own or were provided with the data. For example, 
this can happen if the researcher is working for the company [93], 
has direct access to the systems’ database [94] or is asking the 
organisation that owns the data for permission to access them [69].

2. Application Programming Interface (API). An API is a set 
of functions that allows building and integrating the software of 
applications. There is a variety of public APIs that we can interact 
with. For instance, the Twitter API21 enables programmatic 
access to Twitter in unique and advanced ways that can be used 
to analyse, learn from and interact with tweets, direct messages, 
users and other key Twitter resources. For example, data were 
accessed through an API by Bouguessa et al. [95] and Bigonha et 
al. [44]. Finally, some studies have focused on other APIs such as 
the Graph API of Facebook [96], Reddit API [50], Yahoo! Answers 
API [53] or GitHub REST API [97], amongst others.

3. Public domain data. Data are available in the public domain 
where researchers can easily access them. For example, the 
authors of [98] collected hundreds of thousands of weblog files 
from Coursera using data mining techniques. Similarly, Han et al. 
[99] developed their own web crawling software since Pinterest 
does not provide an official API for data collection, and Calefato 
et al. [100] developed a custom web scraper for Apache Software 
Foundation. However, it is worth mentioning that scraping large-
scale social media data from the web requires a high degree of 
engineering skills and computational resources [101].

4. Open data set. Data published as an open data set means that 
anyone can freely access these data. The difference between public 
domain data and open data set is that the latter is structured, well-
maintained data, and released under certain public licenses that 
specify how others can use it. Moreover, open data sets are easier 
to access; they are already clean and ready for analysis. For this 
reason, there is a significant amount of papers [40], [102], [103], 
which simply downloaded open data sets for conducting their 
research.

Fig. 4 summarises the results of the data access across the papers. 
As hypothesised, our findings show that a significant number of 
publications had direct access to data or used public domain data. Most 
papers either decided to use the generated data to objectively analyse 
the outcome and the benefits of the product or chose to use already 
available data in the public domain.
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Fig. 4. Data access distribution across the selected articles.

C. What Types of Data are Found Across the Environments? (RQ3)
Initially, we aimed to examine diverse technology-mediated 

environments that can yield rich data sets generated by users in these 
environments. Therefore, data play a significant role in our survey 

21  https://developer.twitter.com/en/support/twitter-api

because these data hold the potential to infer valuable information 
about users’ competencies and capabilities. Given the aforementioned 
methods to access data, the developed capabilities of users were 
retrieved by analysing various types of data, including:

1. Textual data type. It is the most common type of data used among 
the selected publications. Most of the work (e.g., [43], [44], [60], 
[104]–[109]) mentioning its use has in common that it employed 
textual data generated directly by users – questions and answers, 
posts, tweets or source code. At the same time, other work [110], 
[111] generated or extracted textual data describing the users’ 
statistics, including active time, the number of completed lessons, 
amount of lessons per day, test scores, test solutions, successes, 
difficulties, course progress, etc.

2. Clickstream data type. It represents the mouse clicks made by 
the user when interacting with the web environment. This is a 
widespread data type observed across environments – there are 
several studies in games, e.g. [63], [65], [112], using students’ 
clickstream log files to explore their behaviour. Another example is 
[66], where authors extracted different behavioural features from 
students’ evidence trace files logged by the game server such as 
their actions, time and performance on each specific assessment 
task, as well as general behavioural features not specific to 
assessment tasks and students’ pre-test scores. Analysing this kind 
of data could be useful for improving online education for both 
teachers and students [113] by understanding how students use 
course resources, what contributed to their persistence and what 
advanced or hindered their achievements [114]. Another powerful 
use of clickstream data is described by the authors of [115], who 
detected cheating in MOOCs using a rule model based on heuristics.

3. Audiovisual data type. These data include videos, images 
and audio files. These data can be retrieved from any type of 
environment and, with the right methods, they can be informative. 
For example, the study described in [116] was carried out using 
audiovisual data for automated prediction and analysis of job 
interview performance while the authors of [81] created a system 
called Social Skills Trainer. It consists of a virtual avatar that 
recognises the user’s speech and language information and can 
provide feedback to users to improve their storytelling skills.

4. Biometric data type. It is a body characteristic that can be 
measured or calculated. Theoretically, these data can be retrieved 
across different contexts; however, sophisticated instrumentation 
is needed to measure these data. For example, it is common to use 
sensors to detect eye-gaze or wearables to measure heartbeat and 
electrodermal activity (EDA). Therefore, researchers need to aim 
specifically to acquire such data as part of their research process 
since these data cannot be accessed easily. We found evidence of 
biometric data only in online learning environments for research 
purposes. In our context, biometric data could be useful for a 
better understanding of student engagement or stress resistance.

The most representative example of the research evaluating 
biometric data is the work carried out by Peng et al. [117]. The 
authors proposed that, by monitoring Heart Rate Variability 
(HRV), it is possible to detect a person’s cognitive performance. 
The experiment consisted in measuring the HRV of participants 
while they were taking part in the discussions and, through 
this kind of data, evaluating the discussion skills. Next, several 
models were adopted, such as Logistic Regression, Support Vector 
Machine and Random Forest. The results proved that participants’ 
HRV data could effectively evaluate the answer quality of Q&A 
segments as an automatic evaluation of participants’ discussion 
performance. This method outperformed compared with using 
traditional Natural Language Processing such as semantic analysis.
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A visualisation of data types per environment is illustrated in Fig. 
5. We can note that the vast majority of publications in environments 
such as content sharing & consumption and social networks use textual 
data while video games and online learning environments primarily 
generate clickstream data. However, all the environments mentioned 
previously might contain audiovisual data including images, videos, 
audios and biometric data such as heart rate [82] or fingerprints. Also, 
in general, we see a clear trend of the superiority of the textual data 
across most environments. At the same time, it is curious to mention 
that online learning environments can produce all types of data. This 
is probably because, for this group, we refer not only to traditional 
formal online learning and MOOCs but also to language learning 
platforms and all applications aiming to educate their users. These 
categories are very innovative; therefore, we could intend to use all 
possible data types.
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Fig. 5. Data types per environment.

D. What Methods or Techniques are Applied to Infer 
Competencies and Capabilities? (RQ4)

After exploring what types of data were retrieved across the 
publications, our goal was to examine the methods that were applied 
for their analysis. Accordingly, we found that several groups of 
methods used for analysing the data emerged. They include:

1. Statistics. They encompass different mathematical analyses 
covering many methods, tests and metrics, including Poisson 
models [118], Mann-Whitney U tests [119], Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) [70], Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient [46], 
Student’s t-tests [102], among many others.

2. Machine Learning (ML). It is an Artificial Intelligence application 
by means of which systems can automatically learn and improve 
from experience without being explicitly programmed for a 
specific goal. Some of the most common ML algorithms include 
NN, Support Vector Machine (SVM) [120], Naïve Bayes, Logistic 
Regression [89] or Random Forest [97]. Many of the analysed 
publications, e.g. [82], [105], [117], apply a number of these 
algorithms to compare their performance.

The authors of [100] performed a quantitative analysis of data 
from the code commits and email messages contributed by 
the developers working on the large-scale distributed projects 
of Apache Software Foundation. They aimed to find evidence 
that personalities can explain developers’ behaviour. The 
authors applied a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to 
group developers with similar personalities, and cluster analysis 
was performed to reveal developers resembling each other 
but also differing from the rest. For building the contribution 
likelihood model, a logistic regression model was used. One of 
the conclusions was, for example, that the propensity to trust 
others turned out to be positively influential on the result of 
code reviews in distributed projects.

3. Network analysis. It is an analytical method used to evaluate 
relationships between nodes that are a part of a connected network. 
Bouguessa et al. [121] stated that most of the existing approaches 
attempting to discover experts model the environment as a graph 
in which the nodes represent users and the edges represent the 
interactions between them. In this way, the authority score is 
generally measured through graph-based ranking algorithms such 
as PageRank, Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS), InDegree 
Algorithm, etc. [122].

In turn, the authors of [123] described the idea underlying the 
HITS algorithm as follows: “A good authority is one that is pointed 
to by many good hubs, and a good hub is one that points to many 
good authorities.” [p. 238] In simple words, the quality of a page as 
an authority depends on the quality of the pages that point to it as 
hubs and vice versa. The HITS algorithm was used by Jurczyk et 
al. [54] for predicting experts in Q&A portals, and its effectiveness 
was proved by performing a large-scale empirical evaluation.

4. Natural Language Processing (NLP). It combines various 
techniques from different computer science areas, linguistics, 
and artificial intelligence to interpret, process and analyse human 
language, often on a large scale. One of the papers using NLP is 
[50], where authors performed a semantic analysis by using a text 
analysis software called Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count, which 
counts words that belong to psychologically meaningful categories.

5. Experimental design. This approach can be used when 
researchers are interested in evaluating the impact that specific 
design decisions or characteristics can have on different outcomes. 
For example, they can conduct an experiment dividing participants 
into two groups, where the experimental group is the one that 
tests a new feature, whereas the control group does not test it. 
For example, Lesser [64] aimed to determine the effectiveness of 
digital game-based learning compared to other teaching methods 
related to music education. An experimental study consisting of 
test and control groups together with in-depth interviews led to 
the following results: students who had access to educational video 
games combined with the assistance of an instructor achieved 
higher mean scores compared to students who had access to either 
video games without instruction or instruction without video 
games. This author suggested that educational video games may 
be potentially used as an effective tool in the music classroom to 
teach musical concepts and skills as well as to increase student 
motivation, engagement and a hands-on approach to learning.
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Fig. 6. Methods per data type.

A visualisation of data types per method is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
It shows that many publications applied statistical methods and ML 
models. This is because statistics and ML are broad fields that include 
a variety of different subfields. Next, we analysed how the applied 
methods spread across the data types. As we see, on textual data, all 
the identified methods were performed. This can be explained by 
the fact that many more publications focus on this type of data, and 
therefore there are many more examples of it. Besides, using textual 
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data by default implies the possibility of applying various methods. 
Moreover, we can notice that ML is applied to all types of data. 
With a huge development of this field and the improvements of 
its methods, their utilisation across various data types has become 
increasingly widespread.

E. What Competencies and Capabilities are Measured and/or 
Developed Across the Environments? (RQ5)

For this RQ, we examined diverse technology-mediated 
environments with the ability to generate rich data sets through 
the users’ interaction. We observed that these data could be used 
to explicitly or implicitly perform a data-driven evaluation of 
capabilities. In this section, we summarise the main competencies 
and capabilities that emerged from the survey, namely, expertise, 
language proficiency, soft skills and patterns of behaviour that 
were targeted across the different studies.

1. Expertise
Expertise is defined by Herling [124] as the optimal level at which 

a person is able and/or expected to perform within a specialised realm 
of human activity. This broad group of capabilities includes:

• Computer science expertise. It is defined as proficiency in 
different programming languages, libraries or tools. The studies 
aiming to evaluate such skills mainly focused on portals highly 
related to the field of computer science such as GitHub [97], 
[125]–[127], StackOverflow [51], [128], [129] or both of them 
simultaneously [130]. In general, many researchers concluded 
that information technology capabilities are key drivers to achieve 
superior customer relations and innovation [131].

• Topical authority in a selected topic. The most suitable portals 
for finding this kind of expertise are forums and Q&A websites 
since they already focus on a particular topic and their users 
generate a substancial amount of data suitable for the analysis. 
This analysis revealed that the following portals have been used 
for this research objective: Yahoo! Answers [121], [132], Quora 
[49], [133], Reddit [103], AskMe forum22 [134], TurboTax Live 
Community23 [135], MedHelp24 [136] and Tianya Wenda25 [137].

There are many examples of successful work using data to detect 
topical authority in a selected topic with significant results. The 
most representative one is the research conducted by Abdaoui et 
al. [138]. The authors aimed to detect posts written by medical 
experts in health forum discussions. They managed to collect 
more than 28,000 textual messages from two specialised websites. 
Through these data, a supervised learning approach to distinguish 
posts written by medical experts and by patients in health forums 
was followed. This research shows that it is possible to detect 
topical experts.

• Learning outcomes metrics. We can find this kind of expertise 
only in online learning environments since these are the only 
ones providing tasks to students and evaluating the results. For 
example, Brinton et al. [139] presented two frameworks whose 
purpose is to represent video-watching clickstreams: one based 
on the sequence of events created and another on the sequence 
of viewed videos. The authors extracted students’ actions such as 
reflecting (repeatedly playing and pausing) and revising (plays and 
skip backs). The authors concluded that some of this behaviour is 
significantly associated with user performance in online learning.

22  https://ask.metafilter.com/
23  https://ttlc.intuit.com/
24  http://medhelp.org/
25 http://wenda.tianya.cn/

The aforementioned portals generate a significant amount of 
data, which can allow the detection of potential experts. Although 
this large volume of user-generated content is a potential strength, 
it also makes the problem of finding authoritative users for a given 
topic challenging [57]. According to Riahi et al. [39], experts are often 
not provided with questions matching their expertise and, therefore, 
new questions may not be matched with an expert properly; and 
hence they end up without receiving a proper answer. For this reason, 
improving expertise finding algorithms would be useful to enhance 
the user experience in these portals.

2. Language Proficiency
Language proficiency refers to a person’s ability to correctly use 

a certain language in terms of grammar, fluent speaking, lexical 
understanding, etc. We have found two main approaches to infer this 
capability:

• In environments specifically designed for developing language 
skills, i.e., language-learning portals such as Duolingo or Babbel, 
whose main purpose is to help users to fully learn a language 
through specifically tailored online activities and courses.

• When researchers collect data from other environments where 
users can exhibit evidence of language proficiency capabilities. 
For example, the authors in [140] investigated whether Twitter 
could support creative writing development and in [141] English 
language learners’ use of Instagram was explored.

While we found multiple studies detecting improvements in 
learning foreign languages when learners use various social networks, 
these studies frequently used experimental design to measure the 
impact of social networks on the use of language learning [87], [142]. 
Therefore, they were not directly using the data from learners to 
evaluate their language capabilities, and consequently, these studies 
are only weakly connected to our goal.

By way of conclusion, we did not find many studies that firmly 
fit our survey for this particular capability. One of those that fit 
well, however, is a spoken language proficiency assessment system 
called Dolphin [143]. Its goal is to automatically evaluate students’ 
phonological fluency and semantic relevance by analysing students’ 
video clip and verbal fluency tasks. The results proved that Dolphin 
could provide more opportunities to practice and improve their oral 
language skills, and at the same time, it could reduce teachers’ grading 
burden. The experiments demonstrated the effectiveness in model 
accuracy, system usage, teacher satisfaction rating and other metrics.

3. Soft Skills
Soft skills are described as a combination of interpersonal and 

social skills [144]. They are used to indicate personal transversal 
competencies and personality traits that characterise relationships 
between people [145]. We found several studies that can be divided 
into the following soft skills capabilities:

• Executive control skills. They are defined by Strobach et al. 
[146] as the control and management of other cognitive processes 
as well as cognitive skills, working memory and attention skills. 
One of the studies exploring the relationship between executive 
control skills and action video games is [146]. In this work, video 
gamers were shown to improve performance in dual-task and task 
switching situations in comparison with nongamers. Another 
sample study measuring cognitive skills, working memory and 
attention skills is the work carried out by Alloway et al. [92]. They 
measured the impact of social networks engagement on cognitive 
skills and social connectedness.

• Creativity. It can be understood as the ability to generate ideas 
that could be beneficial for problem-solving, communication and 

https://ask.metafilter.com/
https://ttlc.intuit.com/
http://medhelp.org/
http://wenda.tianya.cn/
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entertainment. The authors of [147] stated that creativity could 
be inculcated, encouraged and trained. For this purpose, they 
developed a digital game-based learning system to foster students’ 
creativity.

• Problem-solving skills. They represent a range of attitudes and 
thinking skills that are used to find solutions to problems [148]. 
Chu et al. [149] proposed a game-based development approach 
for improving these skills. They conducted an experiment in 
an elementary school natural science course aiming to evaluate 
the performance of their approach. Finally, it was proved that 
the proposed game development-based learning approach could 
effectively promote the students’ problem-solving skills.

• Critical thinking. It is defined as ‘the intellectually disciplined 
process of actively and skilfully conceptualising, applying, 
analysing, synthesising and/or evaluating information gathered 
from or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, 
reasoning or communication, as a guide to belief and action’ [150]. 
Chootongchai et al. [79] stated that it is crucial to have a range 
of thinking and innovation skills, including critical thinking, 
collaboration and communication, to be successful at work and 
in life more generally. Accordingly, they developed an online 
learning system to enhance thinking and innovation skills for 
higher education learners.

• Social skills. We could only find one example of a study 
evaluating social skills. The authors of [81] developed a dialogue 
system called Automated Social Skills Trainer that can decrease 
human anxiety and discomfort in social interaction and help 
acquire social skills through human-computer interaction. The 
system includes a virtual avatar that recognises user speech as 
well as language information and gives feedback to users to help 
them improve their social skills.

4. Behaviour
Within this group, we mainly consider various behavioural 

patterns, including engagement, influence or dropout, amidst others. 
We cannot name them as capabilities, but they are essential for our 
survey because, as stated in Section B, through publications describing 
behaviour, we can learn of additional studies that hold the potential to 
perform a data-driven evaluation of competencies.

5. Summary
The distribution of the developed capabilities per environment is 

represented in Fig. 7.

We observe that all the stated environments prove to measure 
capabilities of a different nature. We also see that content sharing & 
consumption environment prevails in the development of expertise. 
This is because, in such environments, we consider many forums and 
similar websites where it is possible to observe experts from different 
fields.
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Fig. 7. Capabilities per environment.

F. Are the Findings Across the Publications Validated? (RQ6)
One of the most significant parts of the research reviewed in our 

survey is the validation of the results. Validation is intended to ensure 
that the proposed methods and their results proved satisfactory by 
conducting appropriate experiments. According to our survey topic, 
only the validation made by humans was considered since it has high 
reliability and validity.

A close inspection revealed that up to 81.4% of all the analysed 
studies do not validate their results. After a careful analysis of the 
publications that did not validate their results, we can conclude that 
the results’ validation was beyond their research goals. Another 
possible explanation could be that it was not feasible to validate the 
results. For example, it is not a trivial task to verify that soft skills such 
as adaptability or stress management skills were obtained.

Regarding the publications that did validate their findings, we saw 
that almost all of them verify the expertise search results (see Fig. 8). 
Expertise has an understandable way of validation. The most common 
one is described in [151]. This paper presented an approach to identify 
potential experts. The most noteworthy aspect of this work is that 
the authors also proposed a method to detect users likely to become 
experts in the future through their behaviour and estimation of their 
motivation and ability to help others. After building the models and 
having the results, a human evaluation was performed. The authors 
asked community managers to evaluate the potential experts identified 
by the algorithm, and the analysis revealed that there is a high agreement 
between the human evaluation and the performed algorithms.

Another interesting approach to performing validation is through 
another portal. For example, the authors of [130] followed a two-step 
approach. The first step was to measure developers’ commit activity 
on GitHub by considering both the quantity and the continuity of 
their contributions in isolated projects over time. The second step 
was to evaluate the generated developers’ expertise profiles against 
recognised answering activity on StackOverflow via a data set of users 
that were active both on GitHub and on StackOverflow.
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To sum up, it is important to conclude that we did not find many 
studies performing manual validation of their results. This could be 
related to the fact that human validation requires much more time 
and effort and, therefore, the researchers decided to give preference to 
other methods. As we can also see in Fig. 8, validation by humans was 
performed mainly in expertise finding through the content sharing & 
consumption environment.

G. What are the Main Limitations or Challenges Faced by the 
Authors of the Studies? (RQ7)

Limitations show potential weak points of the study, and 
researchers can encounter them due to constraints in research design 
or methodology. We can group the limitations that the authors faced 
as follows:

• Data. Data were crucial for our survey because our goal was to 
explore diverse multimedia environments generating rich data sets 
through the users’ interaction and where these data can be used 
to perform a data-driven evaluation of capabilities. Therefore, we 
examined the limitations related to data in much detail and reached 
several conclusions. Firstly, data access limitation is connected 
with difficulties encountered during the data retrieval, such as 
being limited in accessing data or not having the right to do so. 
One of the articles dealing with data access limitation is [152]. In 
this study, the authors claimed that many researchers who used 
data extracted from platforms with APIs faced the same limitation. 
Secondly, the authors of [151] stated that for expertise finding, 
they only considered a single Q&A site with a narrow purpose and 
an active team of professionals behind the scene. At the same time, 
a vast majority of studies, e.g. [44], [88], [104] aim to use more data 
of the already selected portal or to apply their method in a data set 
from a new portal as a part of theirfuture work. One more issue 
of not having large enough data sets can be that results cannot 
be accurate and reliable enough [93]. Therefore, it is vital to have 
enough data and to know how to deal with inaccurate, misleading 
or biased data [56]. In total, 13 publications raised this limitation.

• Methods. This limitation was also crucial since researchers’ 
results highly depend on the applied methods to measure the 
capabilities. There are several studies [93] stating that one of their 
main limitations was the way in which the selected method was 
applied. For example, Zhu et al. [137] stated that their category 
relevancy-based authority ranking approach needed a more 
accurate and stable method for parameter selection. Moreover, 
there is another type of work claiming that more analyses [43] 
or methods should have been applied. In total, we found eight 
publications with this limitation.

• Labelling. Labelling data comprehensively and efficiently is 
a widely needed but challenging task [153]. However, manual 
labelling of an unknown data set for ML is a tedious task for humans 
[154]. Manual labelling can be necessary if there is no automated 
data preprocessing system [155] and, by default, it can lead to 
limitations related to human reliability and possible consequences 
of human errors or oversights. Another issue is the scalability of 
manual labelling since it is a hard task when the amount of data 
is enormous. Moreover, human evaluation may also have biases 
because different raters may consider different criteria [132]. 
Finally, the time spent in the process of labelling directly translates 
into the high costs associated with research projects [156]. In total, 
we have found two publications facing this limitation.

In conclusion, we can point out that the weakest parts of the 
selected articles are the lack of data while the methodology could be 
improved in some studies. However, only 23 publications raised the 
limitations mentioned above; the rest of the articles mainly discussed 
future directions, not mentioning weak points.

V. Discussion

In this section, we first present a summary and discussion of our 
main findings. Next, we provide a discussion that goes beyond those 
findings. Finally, we will present the implications of our research and 
the limitations of the selected approach.

A. Key Findings
Here we summarise the main outcomes of our research work, 

highlighting the most important parts of our survey results.

First of all, four environments, namely, content sharing & 
consumption, games, online learning and social networks emerged 
from the coding process. Across these environments, we observed 
measurement and/or development of various capabilities such 
as expertise, language proficiency and soft skills as well as various 
behavioural patterns including engagement, influence or dropout, 
which we grouped as behaviour. The most striking result that 
emerged is that all environments are significantly correlated with all 
the capabilities stemming from the survey. Further analysis showed 
that the content sharing & consumption environment prevails in 
the publications. Similarly, strong evidence of the development of 
expertise was found in this environment.

In an attempt to perform this analysis, we first extracted ways of 
accessing data in the selected publications, that is, using data published 
as an open data set, using an API, using data from the public domain 
or having direct access to data. The last two substantially prevailed 
across the analysed studies. Next, four types of data emerged: 
textual, clickstream, audiovisual and biometric. Remarkably, the vast 
majority of publications in environments such as content sharing & 
consumption and social networks used textual data while video games 
and online learning environments primarily generated clickstream 
data. After exploring what types of data were found, we aimed to 
examine the data analysis methods. According to the selected articles, 
such analysis was conducted through various methods, namely, ML, 
Network Analysis, NLP, statistics and experimental design. Our study 
provided further evidence that all the methods mentioned above have 
been applied to textual data, but that the other types of data are not 
as flexible in terms of methods. Ultimately, we discussed whether the 
authors validated the results and what limitations they found in their 
work. We did not find many studies performing manual validation of 
their results; however, among those that did, validation of expertise 
finding through the content sharing & consumption environment was 
the most frequent. Lastly, we concluded that the main limitations 
raised as part of the selected articles could be the lack of data or the 
methods applied to them.

Fig. 9 shows a summary of the environments and their 
categorisation with the corresponding data types, their access type and 
applied methods to validate different competencies and capabilities. 
We present the results based on the surveyed studies; however, the 
existence of other types of multimedia environments remains an open 
question.

B. Extending Beyond the Results
We explored several digital environments that can generate rich 

data sets through the users’ interaction and where data can be used to 
explicitly or implicitly perform a data-driven evaluation of competencies 
and capabilities. From our survey, we can extract several general 
characteristics that environments needed to have for data-driven 
evaluation of capabilities. First of all, publications within the scope of 
our survey explored environments that can generate large amounts of 
data. These data can be accessed either with direct access to data or in 
the public domain, but at the same time, it is possible to do it through 
an API or to download an open data set. Either way, data of different 
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types were accessed, where clickstream and textual data formats prevail 
over audiovisual and biometric data. Data access and applied methods 
are based on the most common types of data; therefore, the rest might 
prove to be more challenging. Accordingly, other digital environments 
not found as part of this survey but which fit these criteria also represent 
potential opportunities to achieve this goal.

As a case in point, we would like to mention several specific 
environments found in our survey that do not measure capabilities but 
hold the potential to do so. One of them is Netflix26 – a media streaming 
platform described in detail in [157]. Unlike publications within the 
scope of our survey, this study described the Netflix recommendations 
system, which helps its users make better decisions. Nevertheless, the 
authors used vast amounts of data that describe what each Netflix user 
watches, in what way s/he does it (e.g., the device, time of the day, day 
of the week, the intensity of watching), the place in which each video 
was discovered and even the recommendations shown but not played 
in each session. We believe that these data could hold the potential 
to evaluate various competencies and capabilities such as language 
proficiency, among others.

Another example is the social payments platform Venmo27, which 
was one of the most surprising findings of our research. It does not 
match any of the environments detected during the review process, 
and it does not fit, a priori, the survey. However, we found one 
publication [152] aiming to understand users’ changes in behaviour 
over time. Its authors accessed nearly 340 million transactions. Each 
transaction consists of the transaction ID, sender, receiver, message, 
time created, amongst other kinds of metadata generated from public 
posts. Since the authors have already explored users’ behaviour, we 
believe that this portal has the potential for conducting the research 
according to the goal of our work.

Furthermore, interactive museums turned out to be another 
unexpected environment that attracted the attention of some 

26  https://netflix.com/
27  https://venmo.com/

researchers. The authors of [158] measured learners’ engagement 
by using multi-channel data such as eye-tracking, facial expression, 
posture and interaction logs. These data were captured from visitors’ 
interactions with a fully-instrumented version of a tabletop science 
exhibit for environmental sustainability called FutureWorlds. We 
consider it as an environment with ample opportunities for evaluating 
its users’ competencies and capabilities.

C. Implications/Limitations
Our initial objective was to develop a survey on previous work 

that has performed a data-driven evaluation of competencies across 
different multimedia environments. The rationale is that the world is 
shifting towards a focus on capabilities instead of content. Therefore, 
this issue is of the utmost importance as it will lead society to 
better adapt to the jobs of the future. Thus, we have forseen several 
implications of our results. While the research that we have found 
shows that it is methodologically feasible to measure competencies 
based on the data generated in those multimedia environments, it 
is unclear how to translate these findings into the formal education 
ecosystem. Some possibilities might include a more frequent utilisation 
of educational games and other digital environments as part of the 
classroom activities so that teachers can receive information regarding 
their students’ capabilities to provide personalised feedback. Therefore, 
more research, products and validations in formal educational settings 
will be required during the next decade. In that sense, our survey could 
become a starting point for further research, since it confirms the 
methodological viability of these approaches. Moreover, it examines 
new multimedia data-rich environments and their opportunities 
to support the development of lifelong and lifewide 21st-century 
capabilities. The current study has some theoretical and practical 
implications and limitations which will be outlined in this section.

1. Theoretical Implications
Any data set invariably constitutes a biased representation of 

the population [159]. Moreover, there are unfair practices against 
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members of vulnerable or underrepresented groups, which include 
the explicit use of protected data attributes such as age or gender, 
as well as indirect discrimination that occurs when group status is 
exploited inadvertently [160], [161]. Other biases in data may involve 
race or ethnicity. The authors of [162], for example, showed that a 
widely used algorithm, typically used for industry-wide approaches 
and which is affecting millions of patients, exhibits significant racial 
bias. Therefore, more work is required for ensuring the fairness and 
equity of the methods applied in these studies.

2. Practical Implications
We should like to discuss the research challenges and gaps 

that arise today within this topic. It is essential to mention that we 
observed a considerable potential based on many studies spanning 
diverse multimedia environments. We found that every single study 
applied different methodologies and processes to transform data into 
capabilities. This means that there is a significant effort invested within 
this process in the studies. This problem can potentially be improved 
by proposing a base framework that can be applied to infer capabilities 
based on data while generalising well across different digital 
environments; to the best of our knowledge, this kind of framework 
does not yet exist. Accordingly, we believe that our work can serve 
as a knowledge basis for building it. However, we have detected that 
there are not many examples of using audiovisual or biometric data 
in the studies that we explored. This could lead to having insufficient 
evidence of the development of methods that use those data types to 
measure some capabilities across various environments. Moreover, 
easy identification of an individual with very few data points leads to 
the restricted ethical use of data and their purposes. Therefore, while 
having the potential to be useful, it might not be possible to use some 
data given the aforementioned issue and the fact that users’ privacy 
must be respected.

3. Limitations
The most important limitation of this work that could influence 

the obtained results lies in the search process. This is because the 
present study only investigated the environments in which we 
could find evidence of measuring competencies and capabilities that 
emerged from the coding process (see Section D). Even though we 
covered the most relevant environments in the context of the data-
driven evaluation of competencies and capabilities, there could be 
other environments we are not aware of, and consequently, they 
are not included in our study. Despite this fact, we assume that we 
found evidence of capabilities evaluation across all the environments 
discussed throughout this survey.

4. Novel Contributions
The strength of the current paper is that we identified and 

reviewed studies that have been able to use different types of data 
and analyses to infer a range of competencies and capabilities in the 
four multimedia environments that emerged as part of the survey. 
As we mentioned in Section II, all previous studies explored how to 
develop and measure competencies based on only one specific type 
of online platform. Our work has provided a more complete picture 
of the multiple existing multimedia environments that can be used 
for evaluating different competencies and capabilities. What we 
learned in the survey is a key starting point for the potential change 
in the educational and training systems, suggesting new data-driven 
assessment possibilities that represent new steps forward to provide 
personalised feedback. At the same time, our work may motivate 
other researchers to perform additional experiments to learn of new 
digital environments holding the potential to measure and/or develop 
various capabilities.

VI. Conclusions and Future Work

This work represents a groundbreaking analysis of current 
literature examining diverse technology-mediated environments that 
can generate rich data sets through the users’ interaction and where 
data can be used to perform a data-driven evaluation of competencies 
and capabilities. This is the first time, as far as we know, that this 
kind of research was conducted. Despite facing an ill-defined area, 
this study deeply enhanced our current understanding of this open 
research line. In this regard, we provided an overview of the existing 
research as well as concluded that all the environments we discussed 
(content sharing & consumption, video games, online learning and social 
networks) proved their ability to generate rich data sets through the 
users’ interaction. We found evidence that all these environments 
are highly correlated with the measurement and/or development 
of various capabilities such as expertise, language proficiency and 
soft skills. According to the over one hundred surveyed studies, this 
measurement was done with the application of different methods (ML, 
Network Analysis, NLP, statistics and experimental design), which we 
also discussed in detail.

We believe that our survey encompasses numerous new approaches 
that confirm the viability of performing data-driven evaluations of 
competencies and capabilities. We are confident that based on our 
results, it is possible to develop a framework that can generalise 
well to different environments, data types and capabilities, and 
that this can help to conduct additional research by re-applying the 
framework in future studies. Accordingly, more research is needed 
to be able to transfer these ideas into formal education settings with 
new innovative products. In the future, teachers will be able to use 
such products to better assess the capabilities of their students and to 
provide personalised feedback. On the other hand, there is a need to 
develop this research evaluating the algorithmic bias issues as well as 
being respectful of students’ privacy. Our future work will focus on 
exploring several of these multimedia environments with the aim of 
developing our own algorithms for measuring the capabilities. More 
specifically, we will focus on the measurement of expertise and soft 
skills across different environments, trying to analyse different types 
of data by applying various methods.

Appendix

A. Acronyms
Acronym Reference abbreviation
MOOC Massive Open Online Course
Q&A Question-and-Answer format
CQA Community Question Answering
RQ Research Questions
OVP Online Video Platform
API Application Programming Interface
HRV Heart Rate Variability
ANOVA Analysis of Variance
ML Machine Learning
NN Neural Network
SVM Support Vector Machine
HITS Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search
NLP Natural Language Processing
EDA Electrodermal activity
PCA Principal Component Analysis
N/A Not Applicable

PRISMA
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews
and Meta-Analyses
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B. Results of the Coding Process

Title Environment (RQ1) Data access (RQ2) Data (RQ3) Methods (RQ4) Skills (RQ5) Validation (RQ6)
[134] CSC1 Public domain Text Network analysis Expertise No

[49] CSC Public domain Text ML Expertise No

[54] CSC Public domain Text Network analysis Expertise No

[57] CSC N/A Text Statistics Expertise No

[151] CSC Public domain Text ML Expertise Yes

[129] CSC Open data set Text ML Expertise No

[103] CSC Open data set Text Statistics Expertise No

[133] CSC Public domain Text Statistics Expertise No

[122] CSC Public domain Text Network analysis Expertise No

[128] CSC Open data set Text Statistics Expertise No

[138] CSC Public domain Text ML Expertise Yes

[55] CSC N/A Text Statistics Expertise No

[135] CSC Public domain Text ML Expertise No

[39] CSC N/A Text Network analysis, NLP Expertise No

[60] CSC API Text N/A Expertise Yes

[61] CSC API Text Statistics Expertise Yes

[121] CSC Public domain Text Network analysis Expertise Yes

[126] CSC API Text ML Expertise Yes

[136] CSC Public domain Text ML Expertise No

[132] CSC Public domain Text Network analysis Expertise Yes

[59] CSC Public domain Text ML Expertise No

[125] CSC API Text Statistics Expertise Yes

[137] CSC Public domain Text Network analysis Expertise Yes

[53] CSC API Text Network analysis Expertise Yes

[109] CSC Public domain Text Network analysis Expertise Yes

[50] CSC API Text NLP Behaviour No

[97] CSC API Text ML N/A No

[58] CSC Public domain Text Statistics N/A No

[46] CSC Open data set Text Statistics Behaviour No

[56] CSC Public domain Audiovisual Statistics Expertise No

[108] CSC Public domain Text Statistics Expertise No

[42] CSC N/A Text Statistics Behaviour No

[127] CSC Public domain Text NLP N/A No

[99] CSC Public domain Text Statistics Behaviour No

[51] CSC Open data set Text Statistics Behaviour No

[102] CSC Open data set Text Statistics Behaviour No

[157] CSC Direct access Text ML N/A No

[101] CSC API Text N/A N/A N/A

[141] CSC Direct access Text Statistics Language2 No

[40] CSC Open data set Text Network analysis, ML Behaviour No

[130] CSC Open data set Text Statistics Expertise No

[93] Video games Direct access Clickstream ML Expertise No

[69] Video games Direct access Clickstream ML Expertise No

[71] Video games Direct access Clickstream Statistics Behaviour No

[65] Video games Direct access Clickstream ML Expertise Yes

[70] Video games Direct access Clickstream Statistics Behaviour No

[66] Video games Direct access Clickstream ML Expertise No

[146] Video games Direct access Clickstream Statistics, Experiment3 Soft skills No

[147] Video games Direct access Clickstream Experiment Soft skills No

[149] Video games Direct access Clickstream Experiment Soft skills Yes

[155] Video games Direct access Text Statistics Behaviour No

[64] Video games Direct access Text Experiment Expertise No
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Title Environment (RQ1) Data access (RQ2) Data (RQ3) Methods (RQ4) Skills (RQ5) Validation (RQ6)
[63] Video games Direct access Clickstream ML Behaviour No

[112] Video games Direct access Clickstream Statistics Behaviour No

[100] Online Learning Public domain Text ML Soft skills No

[98] Online Learning Public domain Clickstream Statistics Expertise No

[78] Online Learning Public domain Text Statistics Language No

[82] Online Learning Direct access Biometric ML Expertise No

[81] Online Learning Direct access Audiovisual ML Soft skills No

[117] Online Learning Direct access Biometric ML Soft skills No

[73] Online Learning N/A Clickstream NLP Expertise No

[143] Online Learning Direct access Audiovisual ML Language No

[142] Online Learning Direct access Text Experiment Language Yes

[110] Online Learning Direct access Text Statistics, Experiment Language No

[83] Online Learning Direct access Text Statistics Behaviour No

[76] Online Learning Direct access Clickstream ML Behaviour Yes

[139] Online Learning Direct access Clickstream Statistics Expertise No

[74] Online Learning Direct access Audiovisual NLP Soft skills No

[114] Online Learning Direct access Clickstream Statistics Soft skills No

[75] Online Learning N/A Text Statistics Expertise No

[116] Online Learning Direct access Audiovisual ML Expertise No

[48] Online Learning Direct access Text NLP Behaviour No

[106] Online Learning Public domain Text Network analysis Behaviour No

[158] Online Learning Direct access Biometric ML Behaviour No

[111] Online Learning Direct access Text Statistics Language No

[47] Online Learning Public domain Clickstream ML Behaviour No

[120] Online Learning Public domain Clickstream ML Expertise No

[118] Online Learning Direct access Clickstream Statistics Behaviour No

[84] Online Learning Direct access Clickstream Experiment Behaviour No

[77] Online Learning Public domain Clickstream Statistics Behaviour No

[113] Online Learning Direct access Clickstream Statistics Behaviour No

[119] Online Learning Direct access Text Statistics Expertise No

[80] Online Learning Direct access Text Statistics N/A No

[79] Online Learning Direct access Text Statistics, Experiment N/A No

[94] Online Learning Direct access Text Statistics, Experiment Behaviour No

[52] Social Network Public domain Text Statistics Expertise No

[95] Social Network API Text ML Expertise Yes

[107] Social Network Direct access Text ML Expertise Yes

[140] Social Network API Text ML Language No

[41] Social Network Public domain, API Text ML Expertise No

[96] Social Network API Text ML Soft skills No

[89] Social Network Direct access Text ML Expertise Yes

[88] Social Network Public domain Text Statistics Language No

[105] Social Network API Text ML Behaviour No

[45] Social Network API Text Statistics Behaviour No

[87] Social Network Direct access Text Statistics, Experiment Language Yes

[43] Social Network API Text NLP Behaviour No

[44] Social Network API Text Network analysis Behaviour No

[91] Social Network Direct access Text Statistics Expertise No

[104] Social Network Public domain Text NLP N/A No

[92] Social Network Direct access Text Statistics Soft skills No

[152] N/A API Text Statistics Behaviour No
1  Content sharing & consumption
2  Language proficiency
3  Experimental design
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